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About This Content

Hello everyone, we are happy to announce SCUM Supporter pack. This is a bundle of extra goodies for the people who want to
go another extra mile to support SCUM developers.

All items that you get are purely for visual purpose and do not affect game play in any impactful way. More items will be added
to the supporter pack as we progress through the Early Access period of SCUM. The SCUM Supporter Pack includes the

following digital items:

- Unique blue glowing BCU

- SCUM developer undershirt that have only people who have worked on SCUM.

- Exclusive skull tattoo. (Head, and left arm)

- Mini Game Design Document. So you can see how SCUM was made from the beginning.

- Templates for our orange and black t-shirts so you can print them out for yourself.

- Mystery prison pocket item. How to claim it? You'll figure it out.

UPDATE 1
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- Nice Watch (in-game watch)

UPDATE 2

- 2 inches in length

UPDATE 3

- Willy Warmer

UPDATE 4

- Whistling

This list will expand through time so stay tuned for more goodies!! Thank you everybody from the bottom of our hearts for all
your support.

-Gamepires Team
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Title: SCUM Supporter Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Gamepires, Croteam
Publisher:
Devolver Digital
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-4430 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 2GB / AMD Radeon R7 370 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English
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pros

- good looking and colorful graphics
- many different and interesting cast of characters
- easy puzzles (if you don't want to challenge)
- intriguing story
- good voice overs
- good background musics
- hidden object elements are fun.
- hint system very helpful
- there is auto save

cons

- game could have been longer.
- there are no Steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards

overall, this is an better than average adventure game. i quite enjoyed and recommended!. Bought Battlestations: Midway and
Pacific for 1.74

Tots worth. this game is terrible even as a 1 dollar clicker game. First of all the game is buggy as hell. I barely played an hour, if
that and already encountered 2 gamebreaking bugs (after the patch where dev claimed he -quote: 'fixed all bugs'-. Secondly,
nothing in this game has tooltips. You are buying and upgrading things without knowing what they do. Some upgrades are
actually downgrades. I bought expensive sewing machines for some of my guys thinking it would improve their output (again:
no tooltips anywhere) but to my surprise they performed WORSE after 'upgrading' them (my non 'upgraded' guy would produce
5 shirts in the time my 'upgraded' guys produce 3). The music is a monotonous short obnoxious loop. Trying to buy new stuff I
constantly only get a big [ERROR] message on the screen. Not actually a message that tells my WHY I can't do certain things.
There are leaderboards in the game which obviously consists of only hackers (people with 99999999999 scores etc). Overall this
game seems like a first project from an amateur scriptkiddie. It seems like a very first early alpha build of something someone
put together in 3 days to test their newly learned coding. There are plenty of incremental\/clicker games out there which are
polished, and free to boot! Refunding now despite it only being a buck out of principle. Avoid this garbage.. Steam ate the
review I wrote, so:

Game good. Game REAL good.

- Pretty colors!
- Attention to detail: BIG. Bring fine toothed comb!
- Writing Very Good, make me cry at least once.
- Take all time you want invading privacy! No timer!
- Have touchscreen laptop, tap thumb to fingerprint scan when starting work. Feel VERY cool.
- Gameplay consistant, but not boring.

- Tutorial vanish after first couple powers. Figure things out on own. :(
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- Entire game chasing after details. No like checking time stamps on phone calls, spelling on names? No like game!. Its got
potential. Its very basic but if they add AI tanks and multiplayer like it says then it can be a great game. The graphics are alright
and sound is simple. Hope the devs update to what they said they will. Would recomend when AI tanks and mulitplayer gets
added.. such a lovely game
you can just feel the machinarium vibe

I love what they did with the scale in this game
you just feel so small in a vast, mechanical world

great ambient music as well
interesting puzzles, lovable main character

truly an indie gem. This game was terrible. I played it for about five minutes and decided I'd rather stick a fork in my eye. The
controls are difficult at best, and convoluted at worst, please do not support this company by buying a game that feels like Shaq-
Fu met with Gladiator. Thank you.. I felt like I had no agency in this game. Anything I did felt shoe-horned into the pre-written
plot. And when I did do anything that felt like I was going to accomplish something and really make my playthrough feel
different and impactful, the game didn't reward me. At the beginning of the game, I was given the options on how I wanted to
pursue boosting my "powers". I decided on finding dad's old suit of armor. All game, I get little snippets, getting ever so closer
to getting it. Then boom, games done, no armor for you. Like how and why did you have me go through all of those side
missions then? So you could give it to me in the sequel? I don't want that. I worked for it in this game, why would it make sense
for me to get it in the next one? It just really rubs me the wrong way. Anyway, if you want a light game that won't take you too
much time and won't take too much input to complete, this is the game for you. If not, I've heard Just Cause 3 is on sale for $5
right now. Might be the better purchase.

Edit: Further, I really don't like professor Hedonist. In the first game, he came across as kind of a creep. Like he felt like a
predator of young students. And he never pays for that because 'he's too good of a super'. Like no. He's a predator. He shouldn't
be a teacher. There should be some way to get rid of him. Instead the game tries to paint him in this light of 'oh, but he's a really
good super. Look, we can let him not feel guilty about leaving everyone behind to save his friend who will surely die.' Like no. I
don't care, you prey on kids you aren't redeemable.
Also, I realized I forgot a perfect example of how this game robs you of choice. Partners. For what felt like every time it came
time to become partners with someone for a major project, I had no say. I would always be intercepted, no matter what. I felt
like a passenger for so much of this game.. One of the most boring games I have played so far. The bullets and enemies are
there, but the fun isn't.. The devs likes Hentai and Pony. What could possibly go wrong?
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Can't load past the intro, known bug and they are still selling it. :( hoping for fix since ive been waiting but I would wait to see if
they can fix it before you buy.
. This is the second Choice of Games title I played after A Study in Steampunk.

Because of how much I loved that previous game, and because of the interesting premise for this one, I was really excited to try
this.

But I'm joining the "this is a big, boring letdown" club.". I don't understand why everyone dislikes this pass, it adds all of the
DLC! That's it, that's its purpose. It's cheaper than buying all of the DLCs alone, and if Todd made it a bundle with a discount, I
guarantee that people would like it. 9\/11. No players or bots in game Refund it. a realy awesome game. pessimo gameplay...
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